
Nancy Rutherford 
Described Hawthorne and advocated for rural communities but needs one practicum class to 
obtain licensure. Advocates different path to licensure because to obtain that one practicum 
class would require - from any institution - all prerequisites, which is cost- and time-prohibitive.  
Proposes that the Board approve additional practicum classes onsite if vetted properly. Extend 
state intern hours to account for lacking practicum hours.  
Lynne Smith offered that UOP could possibly make things happen for Nancy to obtain her 
practicum class.  
 
Lynne Smith 
Supports the 641A.182 (3) a change (three-year requirement for sups) 
Also supports 641A.084 (4) 
 
Steve Nicholas 
Stated that the language of “The Board proposes” is confusing and suggests that the Board is 
unified in its presentation of the proposed changes.  
Supports the idea of a Comprehensive Mental Health Professional and not necessarily two 
separate licenses.  
Endorses the increased coursework requirements but notices that the licenses seem to be 
merging.  
CACREP accrediting recognizes that all graduates are competent, as does COAMFTE, only 
with a different lens. 
CEUs for Board members should not include the mandated ethics and suicide requirements. 
 
Nancy Acquaviva 
641A.085 (4) - supports changes because she lacks one class in spite of her 1000 hours of 
collective two-semester experience 
 (1,2) - does not like adding classes because people who already graduated might have to  
 
Adrienne Sutherland 
.085 (1,2) Endorses changes and suggests eliminating the “or” from the and/or. Also suggests 
separate required classes for couples and families, not “or” 
.131 Suggests capping the CEU suggestion for (c, 1) (CEUs earned for community 
meeting/coalition participation) 
Hal suggested not doing pre-approval for CEUs and John suggested cleaning up the process 
and streamlining it. Hal and Marta then suggested a volunteer committee to evaluate CEUs. 
R091-14 Supports  
 
Joseph Blackwell 
Inquired as to why a difference exists between MFT and CPC, John explained history of MFT 
advancement east and the CPC advancement west 
 
Amy Reha 
Asked about the tension between MFTs and CPCs 



 
Dawn Hill 
Supports acceptance of 131 (1) 
 
Grace Ravenelle 
Appreciated Steve Nicholas’ comments on accrediting bodies that they demonstrate 
competence. Observed that no evidence exists that individual-oriented practitioners harming the 
public. Urges Board to consider quickly implementing an online system.  
641A.070 - Supports temporary license  
 
Andrea Johnson 
Wanted to know if a CPC could treat couples and families under current law. The answer was 
no, unless they meet the R-091-14 criteria. 
 
Brittany Farrow 
Emphasized demonstration of competence 
 
 
 


